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SQuadriga - Handheld Data Acquisition
for Ultimate Mobility

Overview of Topics in this
Issue:
· New Product: SQuadriga
· Other Product News
· New SoundCar with H3S
· Reciprocal Transfer Path
Analysis
· Relative Approach
· New 4-Wheel Chassis
Dynamometer
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Front view (left) and rear view (right) of SQuadriga.
It is multi-functional, self-explanatory and compact...

Leave your PC behind …
When tasked with evaluating
product sound and vibration quality
issues in the field, SQuadriga offers
you unmatched portability and ease
of set-up that are essential for
getting the job done fast.
SQuadriga is a handheld portable
data acquisition system that can be
used as a silent standalone recording and playback system that is up
and running as soon as the instant
power is switched on. SQuadriga
features flash memory so there are
no moving parts or acoustical noise.
Without a PC operating system to
worry about, boot time is instantaneous, allowing you to start recording data without any delays.
In addition to standard NVH inputs
(accelerometers and microphones),
SQuadriga supports the innovative
headphone-microphone headset
BHS I that allows you to record
noises when and where they occur in
the same way you hear them. After

recording, simply press the play
button to verify the noise was
captured.
… or connect your PC to
SQuadriga via USB to form a
powerful data acquisition and
analysis system.
For in depth
evaluation of
noise and vibration issues, data
can be processed
using the popular
ArtemiS analysis
system, providing
you with a complete laboratory in
the field.
The photo shows a
typical application
of SQuadriga in a
vehicle: sound
events (airborne

sound) are recorded via the BHS I
Headset. By adding two ICP accelerometers on the steering wheel and
on the driver's seat mount, the
vibration (structure-borne sound) is
recorded as well. In addition, two
pulse sensors (not shown here) can
be connected to record the RPM of
the engine and the tires.
SQuadriga – the Handheld
Data Acquisition and Playback System
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Feature Overview of SQuadriga:
· Four BNC ICP®/direct inputs with
separate level control
· USB interface
· Two electrically isolated pulse
inputs for the insertion of RPM
pulses into the recorded signal;
two pulse outputs pass the data
on to other applications, e.g. for
triggering.

minutes possible at 48 kHz.
· Alternative use as a recording
frontend when connected to a
notebook via USB (analysis with
ArtemiS)

· Sampling rates from 8 to 48 kHz;
mixed rates possible
· Various equalization modes (FF,
DF, LIN, ID, USER)
· Real-time clock

· LCD panel with clearly arranged
function keys

· Interface for BHS I headset also
usable as two-channel line output and for dynamic HD IV.1
headphone; corresponding
equalization is automatically
detected and provided.
(BHS I not included in delivery.)

· Internal flash memory for standalone operation: Uncompressed
four-channel recordings up to 5

· Power supply via USB, external
power adapter, or rechargeable
battery

· Built-in rechargeable battery for 3
to 6 hours of mobile use
As a recording frontend, SQuadriga
will also be supported by the latest
version of our analysis software
ArtemiS. To learn about other possibilities ArtemiS 5.1 offers, see the
article on the next page.

HDA IV
is the new HEADphone Distribution
Amplifier, available in two versions
(HDA IV.1 or HDA IV.2) for powering
four or eight dynamic HD IV.1
headphones. The possibility to cascade several units extends the capabilities of this high-end headphone
amplifier to permit even more than
four or eight headphones to be used
simultaneously without sacrificing
sound quality. All outputs are permanently short-circuit-proof.
For an aurally accurate playback of
a recording, the HDA IV is used in
combination with the programmable equalizer PEQ IV or PEQ IV.1
and the dynamic headphone
HD IV.1. With its 24-bit data
processing, the PEQ IV is especially
optimized for aurally accurate
playback.
In combination with the dynamic
headphone, users achieve a correct
equalization and a lifelike reproduction of their recordings.

In order to guarantee the same
signal level for all connected
headphones or listening stations,
each headphone output is individually calibrated at the factory.
The dynamic HD IV.1 headphone

features an innovative membrane
technology for sound reproduction
that is almost free of diaphragm
vibration modes, thus producing an
extremely natural and spatially rich
soundscape.

HDA IV.1 in connection with the programmable equalizer PEQ IV.1and four dynamic
HD IV.1 headphones.
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ArtemiS 5.1 is released featuring …
… multiple language support
The user interface of ArtemiS 5.1 can
now be displayed in three languages:
English, French, or German.

… a new Recorder Interface
· Completely new Recorder
software for all supported
frontends
· Individual configuration options for each supported
frontend. Depending on
the connected frontend and
module, different settings

are offered. Thus special features
unique to certain frontends can be
used.
· With SQlab III: Real plug & play
due to FireWire® support
· With SQlab II and SQlab III:
Simplified CAN bus support

Screenshot of the Recorder interface

… enhanced interoperability with the ME’Scope modal analysis software
ArtemiS now supports the direct
export of data to the ME'Scope
modal analysis software from
Vibrant Technology Inc.
Time signals, transfer functions,
auto- and cross-power spectra,

order vs. rpm curves and other
analysis results are directly written in
the BLK format used by ME'Scope
and, if applicable, are directly
loaded into an open ME'Scope
project. This significantly reduces

the time span between the recording
of the measurement data and the
visualization of the vibrations of the
measurement object. The export is
possible even if ME'Scope is not
installed on the ArtemiS PC.

… new Online Analyzer
The new Online Analyzer provides real time processing of data
with a choice of several common
spectral analysis operations. This
is an important feature for certain
troubleshooting applications
where you need to see results
on-the-fly or for situations
where you need to store only
processed data. For modal

analysis or sound pressure
mapping applications, the
results can be further processed
by the ME'Scope software.

Screenshots of the Online Analyzer
interface

At this time, the Online Analyzer
supports the following frontends:
• SQlab II and SQlab III,
• SQuadriga,
• Sinus Harmonie,
• HMS III and BEQ II,
• DIGI96 series,
• Heim DATaRec® series,
®
• TEAC GX-1,
• WAVE Audio Devices.
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New SoundCar with integrated H3S from HEAD acoustics
The SoundCar
is a real vehicle with an integrated
sound and vibration analysis system,
which immerses the "driver" into a
virtual driving experience. In the
SoundCar, the acoustic aspect as
well as the vibration aspect of sound
perception are taken into account.
The closer to reality this virtual environment is, the more realistic is the
driver's acoustic impression.

Requirements for the design of a virtual environment
Besides the visual and tactile
perception of the real vehicle, the
consideration of spatially distributed
sound sources is essential as well.
Furthermore, vibrations in the lowfrequency range in the interior of the
vehicle must be taken into account,
since they have a significant influence on the subjective judgment of a
soundscape. These airborne and

structure-borne vibrations
are accurately reproduced in the SoundCar.

The HEAD 3D
Sound Simulation
System (H3S)
can be installed in the
SoundCar. H3S is an
acoustic simulation system that is capable of
putting the driver into any
possible driving situation
along with the corresponding
soundscape. The system uses a
sound and vibration database
containing a wide range of sound
segments that were binaurally
recorded in various driving situations and vehicles, such as the
change of the driving mode from
partial load to full load. In the
running simulation, engine, tire,
wind, and background sounds are
controlled independently of each

other and joined together to create a
realistic soundscape. External,
moving sound sources such as
oncoming or overtaking vehicles are
generated using binaural synthesis:
Binaural signals are created on-thefly from one-channel source signals.
The simulation system also considers the Doppler Effect caused by
fast moving vehicles.

The SoundCar with integrated H3S
can be employed in various areas.
In the NVH area, for example, it is
used for sound design. Direct A/B
comparisons of different engines
and engine components can be
performed without delays by simply
switching between them. This allows
different powertrain packages in the
same vehicle to be judged in order
to determine the most suitable
sound.
For your sound simulation and
synthesis purposes, a SoundCar
equipped with H3S is available at
HEAD acoustics GmbH in Herzogenrath, Germany, and another one
at HEAD acoustics Inc. in Brighton,
Michigan, USA.

An E-class Mercedes: the SoundCar of HEAD acoustics Inc .
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Reciprocal Transfer Path Analysis with a Binaural Volume Velocity Source
Principal of Reciprocal Transfer
Path Analysis
In order to optimize the quality of vehicle
interior sounds already in the development
phase, two methods called "BTPA" and
"BTPS" (binaural transfer path analysis and
synthesis) have been developed. Since
these methods involve the auralization of
the contribution of each individual sound
path, all corresponding transfer functions
must be measured separately. The method
distinguishes between airborne and structure-borne sound paths as shown in the
figure below.
A number of advantages are evident for
taking reciprocal measurements of the
transmission of airborne and structureborne sound to the driver's ear; little space
is required for sensors, higher accuracy is
achieved due to better measuring
positions, and significant time is saved
since all paths can be measured
simultaneously. For this purpose HEAD
acoustics and the Institute for Technical
Acoustics of the RWTH Aachen, Germany,
have jointly developed a binaural volume
velocity source.

The Binaural Volume Velocity
Source
The geometry of the binaural volume velocity source corresponds to that of the
HMS III artificial head measurement system. In its interior, for each ear a special
speaker acts on a pressure chamber, from

Structure-borne sound path
a
Engine

Application of the binaural volume velocity source in a vehicle:
externally it is designed just like the HMS III.

which a small horn leads to the
auricle as the "ear canal". With
this setup it is possible to emit
sound effectively in a frequency
range of approximately 200 Hz to
8 kHz. Lower frequencies in the
range of 20 Hz and 200 Hz are
generated by an additional subwoofer.

F

Bearing

Vehicle Body
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Reciprocal Measurement

Airborne sound path
Vibrating Surface

Transfer paths in BTPA

Q or P
Airborne Sound

Reciprocal Measurement

pEar

Summary and Future
Prospects
The principle of reciprocity allows
the inverse measurement of
acoustic transfer functions within
the BTPA/BTPS methods using a
binaural volume velocity source.
The first applications in vehicles
have been very promising.
Further research projects deal
with replacing intricate measurements by simulations using
computer models. The goal of
these efforts is to subdivide each
transfer path into partial structures, so in the case where only one
component is modified, the
simulation only needs to be
performed for the modified
substructure rather than for the
entire transfer path.
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Relative Approach a Method for an Objective Description of Sound Patterns
Since the early 1980s, acoustics
experts have been developing
aurally accurate recording and
analysis technologies in order to
measure and analyze sounds in a
way that is comparable to human
hearing. HEAD acoustics is a
pioneer in this area with several
methods such as the hearingmodel-based psychoacoustic analysis methods, the HSA signal
estimation, as well as the Relative
Approach.
Sound Quality

The determination of physical values, such as the A-weighted sound
pressure level or psychoacoustic parameters, is a necessary, yet often
insufficient method for the description of sound quality. Therefore,
HEAD acoustics has developed a
new analysis method that provides a
more comprehensive description of
sound quality: the Relative
Approach. This algorithm considers the characteristics of human
hearing.
It is known that the human ear
adapts to constant (over time) or
slowly changing sounds, so it does
not necessarily perceive them as
disturbing. The same applies to
spectral components – they don't
strike the listener, as long as they are
not too distinct. Human hearing is
adaptive. This means that slow
changes are not perceived, but
sound patterns that diverge from a
reference sound are detected. So,
unlike acoustic measuring devices,
human hearing does not judge a
sound absolutely, but classifies it
relatively to a self-defined reference
sound, i.e. based on a certain "expectation". If "unexpected" compo-

nents occur in a sound, they are
judged as disturbing.
This adaptivity of human hearing is
emulated by the Relative Approach.
This method calculates a reference
signal, the "expected" signal, from
the time and frequency domains of
the sound recorded so far. Thus an
expected value is generated from
the signal history. The reference
signal is then compared to the
characteristics of the currently
measured sound. This direct
comparison allows the detection of
the sound components that are
unexpected and therefore noticeable to the human ear. These can be
unexpected temporal structures
such as sudden volume variations,
"crackles" or similar or distinct
spectral components (i.e. dominant
tonal components).

Application areas of the
Relative Approach:
! Detection of disturbing time
and/or frequency structures in
transient sounds, e.g. brake
squeal, squeaks and rattles
! Judgment of disturbing sounds
in telecommunications

Acoustic quality is determined by the
time- and frequency-dependent
level progression. Sounds that are
considered agreeable or unobtrusive generally show little variation in
the time and frequency domain.
Research has shown that the analysis results achieved with the Relative
Approach correlate extremely well
with the pattern detection of human
hearing.

Analysis of a vehicle interior sound containing a squeak.
Upper diagram: FFT vs. time, lower diagram: Relative Approach
Unlike the classic FFT analysis, the analysis "Relative Approach"
clearly shows the disturbing sound.
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HEAD acoustics inaugurates its own Four-Wheel Chassis Dynamometer
Our company expands at its location in Herzogenrath, Germany

In July 2003, HEAD acoustics inaugurated its own fourwheel chassis dynamometer. This greatly expands the
capabilities in the company's NVH consulting area,
where previous projects were performed on a small oneaxle dynamometer or externally.
Due to the ever-growing complexity of drive control
systems as well as the increasing number of four-wheel
drive vehicles with powerful engines, it became
necessary to build a four-wheel chassis dynamometer
suited for today's needs in an almost anechoic
environment. Thus, HEAD acoustics is meeting the
increasing expectations for research and development
in the vehicle acoustics area. The company owns the
only four-wheel chassis dynamometer in the
Aachen area today.
The services offered by HEAD acoustics are further
expanded with the addition of a new SoundCar
with integrated H3S (see page 4). The SoundCar
allows comparative tests where sounds of different
engines, vehicle bodies and vehicle components
can be freely combined and interchanged at
various loads in order to determine the optimal
sound scenario.

saving, fiber-free broadband compact absorbers with a
thickness of only 25 cm (10") and a rugged surface,
which guarantee an almost anechoic sound field.
The lower limit frequency of the acoustic lining is 63 Hz.
Thus the measuring room complies with free-field
conditions and is optimally suited for sound level
measurements according to DIN 45 635, T.1 and ISO
3745.

Features of the Chassis Dynamometer
The four-wheel chassis dynamometer consists of
two electronically coupled units for driving the vehicle as well as simulating different load states.
The acoustic lining of the room consists of spaceFour-wheel chassis dynamometer
Room volume
Usable room
Braking/tractive force per axle
Total power of all axles
Automatic wheelbase adjustment
Roll diameter
Track width
Simulated driving speed
Allowable axle load

Technical specificatio ns
252 m³ (8900 cubic feet)
187 m³ (6600 cubic feet)
8800 N
225 kW
max. 3.2 m (10.5 ft)
1.22 m (4 ft)
900 mm - 2300 mm (3 ft - 7.5 ft)
up to 200 km/h (124 mph)
2t
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Did you know that …
· … two HMS III units can be
connected via AES/EBU, allowing
simultaneous recording via the USB
interface?
· … the Pulse Wizard in ArtemiS can
automatically determine the RPM
trace from a significant order?
· … order analysis can not only be
performed with rpm-dependent
DFT length, but also with rpmsynchronous sampling rate and
constant DFT length?
· … aurally compensated playback
is possible with an HMS III artificial
head and a PEQ IV without using a
sound card?
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Events in Fall 2003
Tradeshows and Conferences
October 21-23

Mesurexpo 2003 in Paris / France
Come and see us in our booth M 08.
More information about this tradeshow can be
found at: www.mesurexpo.com

October 29-31

Testing Expo 2003 in Novi, Michigan / USA
Come and see us in our booth 1011.
More information about this trade show can be
found at: www.testing-expo.com

November 6

User Group Meeting in Novi, Michigan / USA
It is held at the Embassy Suites Hotel.
See www.headacoustics.com for more information.

We look forward to seeing you!

· … the HEAD Audio Recorder
HUS II.1 allows recordings and
playback via standard wave devices
and especially supports the HMS III
generation of products (HMS III,
BEQ I and BEQ II)?
· … the NoiseBook 4.0 Recorder
allows you to make a recording with
the HMS III via USB?

Represented by

News from the HEAD acoustics TrainingCenter

Ebertstraße 30a
D-52134 Herzogenrath
Tel: +49 (0) 2407 -577-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2407-577-99
eMail: info@head-acoustics.de
WEB: www.head-acoustics.de

December 15-16

Visual Basic for Applications (English)

December 17-18

ArtemiS COM Interface (English)

These workshops will all take place at our headquarters in
Herzogenrath, Germany. Please note that participation is limited
to 10 persons. If you like to take part in one of these trainings
please contact the HEAD acoustics’ sales representative of your
area.

